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Résumé / Abstract 
 

Dans un environnement multiagent, les ressources peuvent toujours s’avérer insuffisantes 
relativement à un nombre élevé de demandes. Dans ce cahier, nous proposons une approche 
mixant les enchères et les agents logiciels en vue de contribuer à résoudre ce problème. Cette 
approche consiste en fait à utiliser le mécanisme d’enchères multi-articles en vue d’allouer les 
ressources à un ensemble d’agents. À cet effet, nous considérons le problème de ressources 
comme un marché dans lequel évoluent des agents acheteurs et des agents vendeurs négociant 
des articles représentant des ressources. Ces agents utilisent des enchères multi-articles et par 
conséquent ils constituent un processus de négociation automatisé et programmé comme un 
réseau d’agents logiciels. Dans ce type de négociation, chaque agent exhibe différentes capacités 
d’acquisition lui permettant ainsi d’agir différemment selon le contexte ou la situation de 
marché. Par exemple, plus on est riche, plus on peut acheter d’articles. Nous présentons pour ce 
modèle une enchère anglaise et nous discuterons ses résultats expérimentaux. 

 
Available resources can often be limited with regard to the number of demands. In this paper we 
propose an approach for solving this problem which consists of using the mechanisms of multi-
item  auctions for allocating the resources to a set of software agents.  We consider the resource 
problem as a market in which there are vendor agents and buyer agents trading on items 
representing the  resources. These agents use multi-item auctions which are viewed  here as a 
process of automatic negotiation, and implemented as a  network of intelligent software agents. 
In this negotiation, agents exhibit different acquisition capabilities which let them act differently 
depending on the current context or situation of the market. For example, the "richer" an agent 
is, the more items it can buy, i.e. the more resources it can acquire. We present a model for this 
approach based on the English auction, then we discuss  experimental evidence of such a model. 
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1 Introduction

1.1 Agent and Multi-agent Systems

The steadily increasing interconnection of devices raises many research issues with
regards to the ways in which all these distributed machines can interact effectively
with other humans or machines. Artificial intelligence and software engineering have a
role to play in how the computers can interact in a ”rational” way. Several groups of re-
searchers propose autonomous agents for addressing this big issue. Autonomous agents
are software systems that are capable to independently act on open, unpredictable envi-
ronments. They are considered as a new paradigm for developing software applications
involving artificial intelligence techniques and distributed computing.

Indeed, agent technology is a significant area of interest for such applications
as telecommunications, information management, Internet search engines, electronic
commerce, computer games, interactive cinema, information retrieval and filtering,
user interface design, industrial process control, planning and logistics, etc. The suc-
cessful adoption of this technology in all these areas will have a profound impact both
on industry, and also on the way in which future computer systems will be conceptual-
ized and implemented.

At present, there is much debate about what agent-hood is exactly, and there is
nothing approaching a consensus as it is generally the case for any new field. However,
an increasing number of researchers define agents as being:

1. situated or embedded in a particular environment;

2. designed to fulfil specific roles;

3. clearly identifiable entities with well-defined (and limited) resources and inter-
faces;

4. autonomous in the sense that they have control over their behavior;

5. capable of exhibiting flexible behavior which can be reactive, proactive, sociable
or persistent.

In the context of concurrent and distributed systems, it becomes obvious that a
single agent is insufficient. Many applications, if not most of them, require multiple
agents, called also multi-agent systems (MAS). In such systems, knowledge, action
and control are distributed among the agents, which may cooperate, compete or coexist
depending on the context in which they operate. According to Weiss [1], there are two
main reasons which drive forces behind the growth of the MAS paradigm in recent
years.

The first is that multi-agent systems have the capacity to play a key role in cur-
rent and future computer science and its application. Modern computing platforms and
information environments are distributed, large, open, and heterogenous. Computers
are no longer stand-alone systems, but have become closely connected both with each
other and their users. The increasing complexity of applications often lead to the de-
sign of ”individual” software agents instead of a large entity which is in general less
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flexible. The technology that MAS promises to provide, are among those that are ur-
gently needed for the Internet, telecommunications, TV-web, e-commerce, e-business,
etc.

The second reason is that multi-agent systems have the capacity to play an impor-
tant role in developing and analyzing models and theories of interactivity in human
societies.

These two reasons combined show the relevance of MAS for understanding, imple-
menting and operating complex socio-technical systems as represented by e-business
systems.

In this paper we propose a model for multi-item auctions which has a strong rela-
tionship to the efforts in building multi-agent systems. We start from the interactivity
between humans in a market, specially for the multi-item sell/buy negotiations, and we
try to realize it under the form of a negotiation between software agents.

1.2 Auctions: From Economy to the Automatic Negotiation

Auctions are a market mechanism already introduced in the ancient world. Tradition-
ally, they allow selling rare and unusual goods, and apply in situations where a more
conventional ”market”, in which buyers consider the price as given, do not exist. A
large informal body of knowledge on auctions has been in existence for centuries, and
a more formal, game theoretic analysis of auctions began in the 1960’s with the pi-
oneering work of Vickery [2]. The field of micro-economics and game theory that
studies these and related issues is often called ’mechanism design’ or ’implementation
theory’. An introduction to this field can be found in the text books [3, 4].

With the widespread availability of the Internet and e-commerce technologies, eco-
nomists have started to consider auctions as an important economic model. Indeed,
the theory of auctions exhibits many interesting features at the practical, empirical and
theoretical level. Paul Klemperer [5] gives three reasons why the theory of auctions is
relevant to economists:

1. A growing number of large volume transactions are realized through auctions.
Examples include the many auctions organised by governments [6], the enter-
prise wide electronic procurement systems for all sorts of goods, or the electronic
auction markets such as EBay [7, 8].

2. Auctions offer relatively simple mechanisms in a well defined economic envi-
ronment. They offer thus to economists a vast field for experimental research
allowing to obtain empirical results that can be suitably validated.

3. The theory of auctions has already revealed many scientific results in economy,
which have allowed to develop new methods for pricing in competitive markets.
Moreover, it has also helped to further understand complex negotiation mecha-
nisms between vendors and buyers.

Recently, we have noted a great rise in the popularity of auctions of various types [9].
This development occurred in many settings: in government privatizations and rights
allocation (most famous is the FCC spectrum right auctions [6]) [10, 11]; in the many
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Internet auction sites [7, 8]; in the usage of techniques from auction theory for compu-
tational resource allocation [12]; in computerized agent systems [13, 14]; and current
trends in B2B e-commerce [15].

Besides the research on auction mechanisms undertaken in economics and opera-
tions research, the technology necessary to implement electronic auctions [16, 17, 18]
is a research issue on its own. Agent technology has already been applied in different
work [19, 20, 21, 22]. This paper concentrates on the approach of applying on agent
technology in e-commerce.

The application of the multi-agent paradigm to auctions can be viewed from two
different points of view:

1. The mechanisms of an auction can be defined as a resource allocation problem to
a set of agents. The available resources are limited with regard to the number of
demands. The problem may thus be described as a market in which there are ven-
dor agents and buyer agents which trade on items represented by the resources.
These agents exhibit different acquisition capabilities which let them act differ-
ently depending on the current context or situation of the market. For example,
the ”richer” an agent is, the more items it can buy, i.e. the more resources it can
acquire.

2. The auctions can be viewed as a process of automatic negotiation implemented
as a network of intelligent agents. Buyer and vendor agents interact in an elec-
tronic market environment to trade items. Such an approach is for example rep-
resented by AuctionBot [23]. Alternatively, auctions may form an integral part
of a multi-agent architecture. An example of this approach is represented by the
NetSA architecture [24]. In this architecture, supervisor agents associated with
institutions offer a same product in competition with each other applying auction
mechanisms in order to offer to a user agent the best price for the product.

The work presented in this paper focuses on the second approach where auctions
are considered as a process of automatic negotiation applying the multi-agent para-
digm. In the next section, we explain how we see auctions for automatic negotiation
between agents. Section 3 presents a model for multi-item auctions. The strategy and
equilibrium conditions of the auction process relying on this model are presented and
analyzed in Section 4. The following section presents an implementation of the model.
The simulation results of three typical cases are presented and discussed in Section 6.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Auctions for automatic negotiation

2.1 Market framework

An environment where vendors and buyers meet with the goal to sell and buy goods
is commonly called a market. As there are many different interpretations of what a
market is, such an environment should rather be called a market framework. Figure 1
shows an example of such a framework [25, 26, 27]. There are four cases presented:
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1. One vendor and one buyer directly negotiate in the classical sense;

2. Multiple vendors and one buyer are engaged in a reverse auction;

3. Multiple buyers and one vendor are engaged in a classical auction (English,
Dutch, Vickery, etc.);

4. Multiple buyers and vendors trade in a market.

Figure 1: A market framework example.

The distinction between negotiations, auctions and markets is, however, not so
strict. This rough classification leaves therefor room for variations such as combined
negotiations [28], synchronous open auctions, and combinatorial auctions. Moreover,
combinations are also possible: one can imagine a model where auctions are used as a
mechanism for automatic negotiation in electronic markets. In the following, a model
for this combination applying the multi-agent paradigm is presented.

2.2 Auctions and automatic negotiation

Economic models have been adopted in various work on the problem of negotiation
and resource allocation in multi-agent systems. Ferguson [29] justifies this choice by
the availability of the many mathematical tools related to numerical economics. Evi-
dently, these tools are of great value when resolving the resource allocation problem in
complex information systems.

Negotiation is central to any commerce and market. It can be defined as “Mech-
anism that allows a recursive interaction between a principal and a respondent in the
resolution of a good deal” [30].

In [13], S. Rosenchein and G. Zlotkin propose five attributes that are necessary
for a ’good’ negotiation mechanism: efficiency, stability, simplicity, distributivity and
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symmetry. These characteristics can all be found when considering an auction model
for automatic negotiation:

Efficiency. To show the efficiency of an auction is often very difficult, if not impos-
sible to undertake without imposing severe restrictions such as independent pri-
vate evaluations, risk neutrality, homogeneous buyers, independent products to
sell, etc. However, these restrictions are quite straightforward to implement in a
multi-agent system. Indeed, the agents are often considered as rational entities
seeking to maximize a well defined utility function based on precise rules. By
imposing on an architecture strict social relations between the different buyers,
a simple auction model can be designed, which follows the simplifying restric-
tions. This will assure the efficiency of the proposed auction mechanism.

Stability. An obvious method to achieve stability is to forbid an agent to cancel or
reconsider offers once they have been submitted.

Simplicity. Auction mechanisms are in general quite simple to implement. This is in
fact one of their strength. Considering the number of messages to communi-
cate, the only communications necessary are the offers and the responses of the
vendor.

Distributivity. At first sight, distributivity is only partially fulfilled: while there are
multiple (independent) buyers, the vendor or auctioneer is a central entity. How-
ever, in a more complex environment, i.e. a market, different buyers and vendors
may negotiate. In such an environment there is no global central entity anymore.
The vendors may either act independently or coordinate their activities. This
allows for multiple simultaneous auctions.

Symmetry. The symmetry is easily achieved by assuring that all participating agents
have access in the same way to all information available to them. No agent will
thus be privileged with regard to others.

There are other characteristics of auctions supporting the application of auction
mechanisms for automatic negotiation. An auction restricts the negotiation variables
essentially to the price and the quantity in case of multiple items. Moreover, an open
auction allows the agent to review his offers, and if the auction is public, to refine them
by analyzing the offers of other participants and by considering the auction’s evolution.
The negotiation strategy may thus be adapted according to the rules of the market.
Finally, an auction negotiates a mutually acceptable solution for both the vendor and
the buyer while the market forces alone decide on the negotiation termination. The use
of auctions as a mechanism for automatic negotiation and for resource re-allocation in
multi-agent systems was demonstrated by T. Sandholm [31, 32].

The previous discussion shows that auctions are appropriate for automatic negoti-
ations. Auctions may also be applied to efficiently design a market framework. How-
ever, some differences between negotiations and auctions with regard to electronic
commerce applications can be identified [20]. The participants of an electronic auction
cannot make mutual concessions or agreements. Such an auction is thus not consid-
ered as a mechanism for negotiation. This is however only true, if the negotiation is
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restricted to only one dimension, i.e. the current price of the item in the auction. If
more dimensions such as quantity and quality are considered [33], auctions may be
considered as negotiation mechanisms where the buyers might make concessions on
one or the other dimension in order to favor one specific dimension. Dually, the vendor
might operate on the different dimensions and dynamically adjust the selling strategy
in the auction. The multi-item auction model presented in the next section is based on
these considerations.

3 A Multi-item auction model

We are interested in auctions that include multiple identical items. Most work on multi-
item auctions suppose two simplifying conditions: the quantity of items to sell is fixed
as well as the quantities requested by the buyers. These two hypothesis do not meet the
requirements of many situations where auctions are used. Lengweiler [34] for example
proposes an auction model, where the available quantity is not fixed. It can therefore
change during the auction as it is for example the case for stock values. The approach
proposed here is inspired from Lengweiler’s model, and it is based on an English auc-
tion with multiple items, private evaluations and variable requested quantities.

Consider a multi-item auction with one single vendor and a finite number � of
buyers or agents

�����������	�
���
. A quantity  of identical items is available to be sold.

Each buyer
���

wishes to acquire a quantity � � of items with:�� ��� � � ���  (1)

The amounts of money or budgets � ���
��������������� � of the � buyers are extracted from
a rectangular uniform distribution ��� �"! on the interval # �%$�& ' � �($�)�*,+ where�($�)�*�-.�/$�& ' �0�

(2)

This defines a model of private, independent valuations. The choice of a rectangular
uniform distribution is a simplification of the more complex and realistic model. Given
that F is rectangular and uniform, the following holds��� � � ! � ��($�)�*�-1�($�& ' (3)

Because the items are identical, each buyer
���

allows the same amount of money 2 �
for all the items it wants to acquire such that� �3� �42 �65 � � ! (4)

The participants in the auction submit their offers as if they would desire to acquire
just one single item. Their respective desired quantities � � are unknown to the vendor.
Let 7 � the function of submission offers describing the auction strategy of buyer

� �
depending on its budget � �

and the desired quantity � � of the item
�
:7 � � 78� � � � � � ! �9�:�;����������� � (5)
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Note that the buyer may decide to decrease the desired quantity during an auction in
order to increase his possible bid of the item

�
according to2=<� � 2 �� <� (6)

where 2 <� is the new amount of money allowed to an item by buyer
�>�

, and � <� the new
quantity desired with � <�:? � � .

Suppose for example that buyer
�@�

has a global evaluation � �A�;��B�B
for the desired

items. If this buyer asks for a quantity of items � �3�;��B
, the amount of money he shall

allow to each item would be: 2 �A� � �� � � ��BCB�DB �E�DB
If the buyer decides to decrease the quantity asked for to � <� �GF

items, the the
amount of money 2 �

allocated to each item is calculated as follows:2 <� � � �� <� � ��BCBF �IH�B
At the end of the auction, buyer

�@�
receives J� � items such that:J� � � � � if 0-.KMLON P Q	RSPUTV� L>W � �J� � � 0-XKIP QYRSPUTZ� L if

B ? 0-XK[LON P Q	R\PUT=� L ? � �J� �]� B
if 0- KMLON P Q	RSPUT � L>^ B (7)

Indeed, the quantity J� � obtained by buyer
���

depends on the demands of the other
buyers

� L having submitted offers 7 L superior to his offer 7 � . The quantities of those
buyers are thus �LON P Q	RSPUT � L

The last winning buyer
�@�

may thus have his demand partially satisfied by the
remaining quantity not sold to the others. For example, suppose that 10 items are for
sale. The best offer for 8 of the items it desires is 15. The second best offer is 10 for 5
items. The first buyer will receive the 8 items it asked for, while the second buyer will
only receive

�DB -`_ �0H
items.

The winning buyers pay the amount of their bids multiplied by the quantity ob-
tained: 7 � 5 J� � . Their respective gains are:a �b� �cJ2 � -17 � ! 5 J� �A� � � -17 � J� �

If a buyer doesn’t make any bid, or he lost the auction, his gain is:a �b�IB
If the budgets allowed for the items to buy in the previous example are: 18 for the

first winning buyer
���

and 14 for the second one
�@d

, then, their respective gains should
be:
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� ��e a � � � � _�- �,F ! 5 _ �0H8f� d�e a d � � ��f - �DB ! 5gHh� _
The function of gain

a �
is called the utility of buyer

� �
. Each buyer

� �
tries to

maximize its utility
a �

.

4 Strategy and equilibrium

Every participant in the auction tries to win as if it were a simple English auction.
Because a participant does not know which are the quantities asked for by the other
participants, it may happen that his bid will be out-done by other buyers. It is thus
faced with the risk that the demanded quantity � � will be entirely allocated to another
buyer offering a higher price. The buyer is always faced with the dilemma where he
wants to minimize his bid 7 � to maximize his gains, but where on the other hand it must
take care that his bid 7 � has the best chances to win. A winner’s course strategy taking
into account these two contradicting constraint must therefor be defined.

Assume a buyer
� �

submits an offer 7 � . For this bid to win, it is necessary that all
the other � - �

bidders submit inferior offers with regard to 7 � . The probability that
any offer 7 L is inferior to the offer 7 � knowing that

� �
demands the quantity � � is:i �U7 L ? 7 �
j � � ! �0kml TUP Tn�o(p q ���U�"!�r=� (8)

with ���4s%! � �� $�)�* -1� $�& '
resulting in: i �U7 L ? 7 �cj � � ! � � � 7 � -.� $�& '�/$�)
*�-.�($�& ' (9)

The probability that all offers of the other � - �
buyers are inferior to 7 � is thus:�Vt\�u � � � 7 � -1�($�& '�/$�)
*@-.�($�& ' �wv � � 7 � -.�($�& '�($�)
*@-.�/$�& 'Sx �Vty�

(10)

All the buyers
� �

try to optimize their winning course by maximizing the probabil-
ity to win the auction. The buyer therefore maximizes the following expression:z � � � � � -1� � 7 � ! v � � 7 � -1� $�& '�/$�)
*�-.�/$�& '\x �Vty�

(11)

The following expression is now resolved:{ z �}| { 7 � �~B
(12)

This results in
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-�� � � � � 7 � -.�/$�& '�! �Vt\�6� � � � -1� � 7 � !	� � - � !�� � � � � 7 � -.�/$�& 'C! �Vt%d �IB
(13)

which yields after factorisation in� � � � � 7 � -.� $�& ' ! �Vt%d #�-h� � � 7 � -.� $�& ' ! � � � � -1� � 7 � !���� � - � !}+ ��B
(14)

Keeping only the solutions which maximize � �
:�4� � 7 � -.�($�& '�! � � � � 7 � -.� � !	� � - � ! �~B

(15)

the result is �7 � � �($�& ' � � � - � !�� �� � � (16)

The expression

�7 � represents the optimal offer of buyer
� �

in the sense that it is
the minimum offer maximizing the probability to win the auction, while assuming that
the budgets of the other bidders are uniformly distributed. The set

�7 � ���>���C��������� � is
the theoretical set of best bids. In section 6, we will compare these theoretical results
with some of those extracted form the simulation of the model. Notice that buyer
agents are not able to know their optimal bids because the �%$�& ' value is not a common
information. The aim of the auction protocol is to make agents submit bids as close as
possible to their optimal ones.

5 Simulation

The model presented in the previous section has been implemented as a simulation
platform based on the multi-agent paradigm.

5.1 Auctioning process

A negotiation process may be represented as a finite state diagram. Figure 2 shows
the negotiation process of a simple English auction adopted as the multi-item auction
protocol in the implementation.

The state Begin indicates the start of the auction and represents the initial state of
the automaton. The buyers now begin to submit their offers. Each time a better offer
is submitted by a buyer agent

� �
, it is sent to the other participants

� L to inform them
about the best current offer. This process continues while looping on the Bidding state
until the auction closes. Clearing the auction results either with an Agreement or an
unsuccessful end of the auction in the Stop state.

5.2 Vendor agent

The vendor agent shown in figure 3 supervises the auction process in a central manner.
Its behavior can basically be described as a loop between an active Wait state and the
sending and receiving of messages from the buyers. The vendor agent engages the
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Bidding

Auction Beginning Announcement

Agreement

Begin

Stop

Auction EndedAuction Stopped

Bid Received

Figure 2: State diagram of an English auction
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auction by announcing its start to the buyers. It then expects offers in the Wait state.
Each time the vendor receives an offer, it announces it to the buyers as the current best
offer without, however, revealing the buyer’s identity nor the quantity asked for. The
vendor agent knows the number � of buyers participating in the auction. If a buyer
leaves the auction, it decrements the number � and reintegrates the Wait state. When
only one buyer is left, the vendor agent announces the end of the auction.

The vendor agent can be considered as a reactive agent which reacts to exterior
stimuli, i.e. the messages arriving from the buyer agents

���
. It interacts with the

environment by sending messages to the buyers as described above.

Wait

Best Bid

Announcement

Auction End

Announcement

Bid
Received

Auction Beginning
Announcement

Withdrawal
Processing

Withdrawal

Received

[ Auction not Ended ]

[ Auction Ended ]

Figure 3: State diagram of the vendor agent.
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5.3 Buyer agent

The behavior of the buyer agent is defined by his winning course strategy as discussed
in section 4. The strategy for maximizing the buyer’s gain is fixed in advance.

5.3.1 Enrichment strategy

While bidding, the buyer agent must take a decision on: (1) the offer to submit and
(2) the decrease of the quantity demanded. There are thus two parameters to be set for
choosing the enrichment strategy: (1) how and when to place an offer, and (2) how and
when to decrease the quantity asked for.

The enrichment strategy of the buyer agent is modelled with two linear functions,
which represent a more or a less aggressive behavior:

1. price offered as a function of time, during the auction progress, as illustrated in
figure 4.

2. quantity asked for as a function of time, during the auction progress as illustrated
in figure 5.

U
n
it
a
ry

 P
ri
c
e

Time : Auction Evolution

Not AggressiveAggressive
Less

Aggressive

Maximum  price

Figure 4: Price offered during the auction’s progress.

5.3.2 Behavior of the buyer agent

When a buyer agent starts to participate in an auction it is in the state Waiting Time De-
termination (see figure 6) where it determines the time interval of inactivity according
to its enrichment strategy. It then passes on to the Wait state. At the end of this waiting
period, the agent verifies the current price in the Current Price Verification state. If
his offer is still the winning one, i.e. no other buyer agent has submitted a superior
offer during its time of inactivity, he determines his new waiting time according to his
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Figure 5: Quantity demanded during the auction’s progress.

enrichment strategy . The buyer agent continues looping on the Waiting Time Determi-
nation and Wait states until another buyer has submitted a better offer. At this time, the
buyer agent starts a process of enrichment in order to submit a superior offer and passes
thus on to the state of Bid Determination. If it can submit a better offer, the buyer agent
changes to the Bid Submission state and sends a message to the vendor agent with his
price offer and the quantity desired.

In case the buyer cannot submit a better offer, he tries to decrease his quantity. In
the state of Quantity Decrement, the buyer agent seeks to diminish the quantity asked
for according to his strategy, i.e. more or less aggressively. As long as he cannot
make a better offer, he continues to decrease the quantity. If the agent achieves his
goal, it submits the new offer, otherwise it abandons the auction and passes to the state
Withdrawal and Wait.

Finally, when the auction will be terminated, the buyer agent receives a signal from
the vendor agent and then passes on to the state Clearing Auction. The winner will
receive a message from the vendor indicating the price and quantity won. It has to be
noted here, that there may be more than one winner, each acquiring a different quantity
as illustrated in the example in section 3. The state diagram in figure 6 summarizes the
behavior of the buyer agent.

6 Empirical evaluation

This section presents and discusses empirical results obtained by the simulation of the
model described in this paper. Three different cases are evaluated.

Case 1: Same needs and same budgets

Suppose there are 10 items to sell and � �0F
buyer agents. All the buyers

� �O����� �
dispose

of similar amounts of money to spend ( � ��� �/$�& ' � �($�)�* ��� ^ � ^ F
). The initial

quantity each buyer
���

asks for is equal to 10 items ( � �>����B(��� ^ � ^ F
), and the
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minimum quantity accepted by the vendor agent shall be 6 items. The strategies of the
buyers are randomly generated. The minimum quantity requested by a buyer does not
significantly influence the results of the experiment.

This scenario represents a case of aggressive competition because all the buyers
show the same (or similar) needs for the quantities desired and the amounts of money
available to buy the items are similar as well. One can thus expect that the buyers will
heavily decrease their quantity demands in order to win the auction. The revenue of the
vendor is in this case not affected by the number of buyer agents. Indeed, the following
equation holds: �7 � � � � � � - � !��� � � � �� � � 2 � (17)

The optimal offer for each buyer agent is therefore his own valuation 2 �
of the item.

Figure 7 first shows the revenue of the vendor depending on the means the buy-
ers dispose, i.e. the buyers’ budgets, without any decrease of the requested quanti-
ties. Second, the figure presents the vendor’s revenue in case the desired quantities are
decremented down to a minimum of 6 items.

Figure 7: Vendor revenue in case of heavy competition.

Case 2: Same needs but different budgets: influence of the number
of buyer agents

Suppose the same parameters as in Case 1 except that the buyer agents have different
budgets, i.e. they dispose of different amounts of money to spend. The budgets of
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the 5 buyers are determined according to a uniform distribution with �S$�& ' ���DB�B
and�($�)�* �~�CB�B

.
The competition is not as aggressive as in Case 1. Along the auction, the agents

with smaller budgets will abandon. In the end only two agents will stay and compete
to win the auction.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the number of buyer agents on the revenue of the
vendor. The model presented in this paper allows to considerably increase the mean
revenue of the vendor. In order to maximize his revenue, the vendor should attract
a large number of buyers. In case there is no decrease in the quantity requested, the
revenue of the vendor stabilized with 20 buyers and more. The revenue stabilisation
occurs later with the possibility to decrement the desired quantity.

Figure 8 shows that this happens only with 40 and more buyers. This difference
can be explained by the competition which is always more accentuated compared to a
model where the requested quantities do not decrease. Another point is that our model
gives much more income to the vendor in the case of a model without quantity decrease
by the buyers. In the same time, the simulation shows that the curve of the mean income
is close to the maximum theoretical income � $�)�* which is calculated using the optimal
bids

�7 � introduced in equation 16 :� $�)
* �0� t\�� ��� � �7 � � � � �7 � � 0- � t\�� ��� � � � ! (18)

Case 3: Same needs but different budgets: influence of the minimal
offer

The parameters are the same as in Case 2 except that the number of buyer agents is
fixed to 10. The vendor may define a minimal incremental value for an offer. While
increasing this minimal incrementation value, the number of offers is decreased, which
in turn minimizes the communications between the buyers and the vendor. The simu-
lation experiments have shown that a large incrementation value results in a globally
decreasing mean revenue for the vendor. Figure 9 presents this correlation. The curve
representing this relation shows however, that there are certain incrementation values
allowing better revenues than smaller ones. Indeed, the curve has a wave form with
increasing period. For example, the minimal incrementation value of 10 generates
superior revenues compared to the incrementation values of 8 and 9. This behavior
depends on the function determining the budgets of the buyers. Given that �S$�)
* �~��BCB
in the current example, the maximum offer a buyer with a budget of � ������BCB

can
make to obtain the 6 items (minimal number of requested items) will be 50 per item. If
the minimal incrementation is set to 9, the maximum offer per item will be 45. On the
other hand, if the minimal increment value is 10, the maximum value of 50 to offer per
item can be achieved. This explains the wave form of the curve in figure 9.

In the three cases discussed here, we noticed that the bidding strategies described
in section 5.3.1 does not significantly influence the results. If fact, the strategies have
great influence on the duration of the auction : while non aggressive buyers will take
their time before submitting a bid, aggressive ones will do it faster.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the multi-agent paradigm and its application to multi-item
auctions. We proposed a formal model for auction based automatic negotiations. This
model has been implemented using multi-agent systems and was tested and evaluated
with simulation experiments. Recently, much work on multi-item auctions have ad-
dressed the combinatorial issue that allows bids on combinations of items as opposed
to only single items. These approaches suppose however, two simplifying conditions:
the quantity of items to sell is fixed as well as the quantities requested by the buyers.
These two hypothesis do not meet the requirements of many situations where auctions
are used. In some auctions, it is more desirable to not fix the available quantity. It
this way, quantities can change during the auction, as it is for example the case for
stock values. The approach that we have proposed here, follows this road. To achieve
it, we presented a model based on an English auction with multiple items with pri-
vate valuations and variable quantities requested. With such a model, we succeed in
characterizing:

1. How a large incrementation value results in a globally decreasing mean revenue
for the vendor;

2. How an augmentation of the incrementation value (by the vendor) decreases the
number of offers, which in turn minimizes the communications between buyers
and the vendor;
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3. How the vendor’s revenue stabilizes with 20 buyers and more in the case where
there is no decrease in the quantity requested, and with 40 buyers or more when
a decrease of the requested quantity is considered;

4. How the vendor’s revenue increases with large quantity variations in the quanti-
ties requested;

5. Finally, the implementation using multi-agent systems showed the suitability of
this paradigm for this application.

In conclusion, we believe that our model for automatic negotiations is a suitable ap-
proach to enhance the capabilities of auction systems while imposing less constraints.
In future work, we will investigate other enrichment strategies where agents may try
to be second or third highest in the end of the auction. The buyer will take the risk of
loosing the auction, but if he wins, he will pay less than the first winner. Also, we are
thinking about experiments with other types of auctions. Given the first experimental
results of this paper we expect to successfully demonstrate the power of this model
with such variations as well.
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